
11. Documents and submissions
Entries shall be submitted exclusively ON-LINE on the website www.instanthouse.it.

Entrants shall comply with the procedure described below to submit their design ideas:

•	 a	jpg	icon	image		(250	dpi)	to	identify	the	design	concept;

•	 an	A5	 format	 .pdf	 document	of	 no	more	 than	20	pages	 (including	 the	cover),	 containing	a	 text	
	 at	least	3000	characters	in	length,	with	images,	drawings	and/or	diagrams	explaining	the	project	
 strategy and any special circumstances relating to the specific structure, materials and technical 
 and construction techniques adopted.  

•	 4	A3-format	horizontal	plates	illustrating	floorplans,	elevations,	cross-sections;	technical	details	
 with an indication of the materials, assembly method and modularity. 3D internal and external views 
 and photo-inserts in the chosen location. Tables must be in .jpg format and max. 1280 pixel width 
 for publication on the website. High-resolution files may be compressed in a .zip file.

Materials uploaded to the Internet must not exceed 10 MB.
The delivery procedure can be downloaded from the website www.instanthouse.it

The choice of graphic representation is up to the entrants. Only the formats specified herein will be 
accepted. Every part of the project must be completely anonymous; the penalty will be exclusion from 
the Competition. Entrants must strictly comply with the technical specifications and details relative 
to formats and dimensions.  The Competition office will assign a random ID number to each entry and 
this number will be the only identifying mark on the project examined by the Jury.

The Jury and Competition Office shall undertake the necessary procedures to ensure the anonymity of 
the entries. The database storing correspondence with the competition entrants and the ID numbers 
assigned to their projects will remain confidential until the Jury has completed its selection.

The official language of the Competition is Italian. Non-Italian entrants may use English.

12. Competition procedure
Entrants shall submit their projects in accordance with the methods and deadlines specified 
herein. Participation in the Competition shall be anonymous. Entrants shall not breach the 
anonymity rule by the use of symbols, marks or other identifiable elements; the penalty will be 
exclusion from the Competition.

Entrants must forward their design concepts by no later than 12 noon, on 3 June 2013.


